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Abstract 

 
In this paper, we propose a new approach for 

combining item-based Collaborative Filtering (CF) 
with Case Based Reasoning (CBR) to pursue 
personalized information filtering in a knowledge 
sharing context. Functionally, our personalized 
information filtering approach allows the use of 
recommendations by peers with similar interests and 
domain experts to guide the selection of information 
deemed relevant to an active user’s profile. We apply 
item-based similarity computation in a CF framework 
to retrieve N information objects based on the user’s 
interests and recommended by peer. The N information 
objects are then subjected to a CBR based 
compositional adaptation method to further select 
relevant information objects from the N retrieved past 
cases in order to generate a more fine-grained 
recommendation.  
 
1. Introduction 
 

Knowledge management (KM) methodologies, 
methods and applications enable organizations to 
generate value from their knowledge-based assets. KM 
methods encompass the capture and sharing of a wide 
variety of knowledge objects, represented using 
different knowledge modalities, within an organization. 
Typically, knowledge sharing permits individuals to 
share ideas, work in groups, brainstorm and 
collaborate; all these activities potentially lead to 
collaborative learning and collective improvement in 
the performance, intellect and judgment of the 
participants. However, it is important to understand 
that ‘pushing’ information to individuals without 
considering their interests, needs and intellectual 
expertise might compromise the optimal use of the 
information being shared. Rather, knowledge 
sharing—involving the identification, filtering and 
delivery of information—should be supported by 
intelligent solutions to ensure that the right and 

relevant information is provided to or retrieved by an 
individual—i.e. personalized information filtering.  

We argue that personalized information filtering, in 
the realm of knowledge sharing, should be guided by 
three elements: (a) the interests and experiences of the 
individual seeking information for a particular purpose; 
(b) the ratings/recommendations of like-minded peers 
for potential knowledge objects that can be provided to 
the user; and (c) the past responses and noted 
experiences—i.e. past information retrieval requests 
and the corresponding information being 
recommended—of domain experts to similar 
information filtering situations. The above tantamount 
to personalized information filtering [2] characterized 
at three levels—i.e. personal, community of peers, and 
expert’s experiences. Here, we are suggesting a 
collaborative information filtering strategy in which 
personal interests initiate and shape the information 
retrieval criterion and serve as a precursor to peer 
based recommendations for pertinent information 
objects, and finally the peer recommendations are 
compared against past expert’s experiences to 
streamline and/or enhance the relevance of the 
information content being filtered. In this manner, 
knowledge workers are able to leverage and exploit the 
past experiences and recommendations of not only 
their peers but also of the domain experts when seeking 
information about a particular topic. Recent work in 
recommendation systems along similar lines includes 
intelligent recommendation aides for selecting web 
sites [7], news stories [4], and TV listings [6].  

Collaborative Filtering (CF) techniques facilitate 
knowledge sharing based on recommendations, 
provided by a community of practice or like-minded 
users [14]. CF systems are employed in an interactive 
and iterative manner by their users. The main idea is to 
compare the user-model of an active user, defined in 
terms of user preferences and characteristics, with the 
user models of previous users in order to find k similar 
users. The historical user models are then used to 
determine the likely preferences of the active user, and 



the predicted relevant information content, deemed as 
personalized information, is provided to the active 
user. Hence, peer within a community of practice, in 
general, rely on others’ experiences when they need to 
choose an option/action/knowledge item and yet they 
do not have experience to make an informed judgment. 

The AI based reasoning paradigm of Case-based 
Reasoning (CBR) provides analogy based 
recommendations based on historical models (or past 
experiences)—to solve similar new problems [1]. 
Typically, CBR recommends the entire solution of 
previous cases as the solution to the new case, despite 
any inherent dissimilarity between the new and past 
cases. However, it has been argued that the solution of 
selected past cases should be appropriately adapted 
towards the new case so that a more realistic 
recommendation is possible. Compositional adaptation 
methods, within CBR, allow item (or attribute) based 
solution adaptation that leads to more fine-grained 
tuning of past solutions towards the new problem [3].  

In this paper, we present an intelligent information 
filtering strategy that is a hybrid of item-based 
collaborative filtering [14] and case based reasoning 
methods (see figure 1).  
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Figure 1. An illustration of our hybrid framework 
for generating composite recommendations 

 
Our personalized information filtering approach 

allows the use of recommendations by past users (with 
similar interests) and domain experts to guide the 
selection of information deemed relevant to an active 
user’s profile—i.e. interest, goals and needs. In our 
work, information filtering is implemented in two 
stages; in stage I, we apply item-based similarity 
computation in a CF framework to retrieve N 
information objects based on the user’s interests and 
also recommended by past users with similar interests. 
The requirement for item-based CF being that the 
active user should have rated at least one item before 
he/she can get recommendations based on his/her 
profile.  We have developed a multi-feature item-based 
CF strategy that allows a more detailed information 
selection criterion. In stage II, we apply compositional 
adaptation—an attribute based information selection 
approach—to selectively collect relevant information 
objects from the N retrieved past cases to generate a 
new fine-grained solution/recommendation that is 

related to the user’s initially stated interest either to the 
similar items’ features or to the solutions assigned to 
similar items in order to generate a new composite, yet 
well-focused recommendation. We conclude that, in 
our approach, we are able to leverage the past 
recommendations of peers (through CF) and domain 
experts (through CBR) to dynamically generate a new 
fine-grained solution/recommendation that is highly 
focused to the individualistic knowledge needs of a 
specific user. 
 
2. Collaborative Filtering Framework 
 

Functionally, CF builds a database of 
preferences/ratings done by distinct users on specific 
items. Based on the work done by Sarwar et al. [14], 
given a list of m users U = {u1, u2…um} and a list of n 
items I = {i1,i2,…,in}, each user ui has a list of items Iui, 
which he has already rated. Preferences are usually 
given as rating scores. A CF algorithm finds an item 
likeliness that can be of two forms: 

 
• Prediction, a numerical value, Pa,j, expressing the 

predicted likeliness of item ij ∉ Iua for the active 
user. This predicted value is within the same scale 
as the preference values provided by ua. 

• Recommendation, a list of items, Ir ⊂ I that the 
active user will like. The recommended list is on 
items that have not been already chosen by the 
active user, Ir∩ Iua = ∅. 

 
Item-based (Model-based) CF algorithms address 

the scalability challenge of CF [14] and consider the 
relation between items rather than users to compute 
item similarity, recommend a list of items and provide 
prediction to the active user. First a model for users’ 
ratings is created, it creates a user-item matrix M(u,i) 
that contains the rating of user u on item i. Before any 
recommendation or prediction takes place, a similarity 
metric between items has to be established and 
corresponding similarities computed. In order to 
compute the similarity between two items i and j, the 
set U of all users who have rated both items is first 
identified, then a similarity technique is applied. There 
exist numerous similarity techniques that can be used 
in order to find similarity between items; we have 
chosen the “adjusted cosine” method proposed by 
Sarwar et al. in [14]. Given the matrix M(u,i) which 
denotes the rating of user u on item i, the similarity 
between items i and j is given by: 
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2.1. Multi-Feature Items’ Similarity 
Computation 
 

In our work, the CF similarity computation 
(formula 1) was extended to cover multiple 
features/ratings, thereby establishing a context based 
on a set of features. The notion of context in our work 
allows us to establish similarity based on features that 
are more relevant to the user as per the current 
information needs. This context-based similarity 
determines how close the compared items are with 
respect to some perspective. Similar approach, applied 
to the case retrieval stage in CBR systems, is illustrated 
in [8].   

In a CF system, for personalized information 
retrieval purposes, a user model is used that stipulates a 
set of preferences and characteristics of the active user. 
In essence, the user model contains all items rated by 
the target user along with the ratings required with 
respect to all features/attributes. For instance, consider 
an active user u who has rated f number of item-
defining attributes/features of an item i. Mt(u,i) is then 
the rating of the active user u for feature t on a given 
item i and (formula 1) results in a similarity simt(i,j) 
between two items i and j with respect to feature t. 

In addition, we assumed that not all features have 
equal effects when computing similarity between 
items; one feature might have a larger contribution to 
the solution than the other. In fact, if the active user is 
interested in a feature more than another, he would 
choose a larger weight to the feature he/she is mostly 
interested in and smaller weights to the features he/she 
considers irrelevant. This allows the user to specify a 
weight value Wt relative to every tth feature. The 
overall similarity referred to as multi-feature similarity 
or context-based similarity, is given by: 
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2.2. Item-Based CF Case Retrieval Procedure 
 

Item-based CF compares the user model of an 
active user with the user models of other users so that a 
set of recommendations is issued that answers the 
active user needs and interests. The user model 
structure can be expressed as a vector of attribute/value 
pairs describing the items rated by the user, and the 
corresponding ratings’ values with respect to all given 
features. The algorithm for case retrieval works as 
follows: 

 
 Step 1 - Preferences of all users are stored in a 

database and are expressed as rating scores on 

chosen items. An item is characterized by a set of 
features and ratings are assigned to every item 
feature. The active user specifies his interests and 
needs in terms of preferred item features. 
 

 Step 2 - Based on the features that interest the 
active user, item-based CF searches for all items 
that match with the user needs.  The context-based 
multi-feature similarity metric is used which 
covers all selected features. One similarity value is 
computed with respect to each feature, and then 
similarities with respect to selected features are 
combined into one overall similarity that reflects 
the context-based similarity between items 
(formula 2) and will be used through the 
remaining part of the algorithm. 

 Step 3 - After computing all similarities between 
items, a Top-N recommendation procedure 
follows: 

 Find the set R of all items rated by the 
active user u. 

 For every item in R, find the set of k most 
similar items.  

 The unions of the sets of k most similar 
items form the set S. 

 Remove from S all items that have been 
rated by u. 

 For every item i in S, compute its 
similarity Sim to the set R. This similarity 
is the sum of the similarities (calculated 
in Step 2) between all rated items by u 
and item i.  

 Sort the set S by the similarity Sim and 
select the Top-N items. 

The selected N items would most likely interest the 
active user because the selected N items are the most 
similar to the set of items rated by the active user. 
Every recommended item is a retrieved case that will 
be subject to the CBR compositional adaptation as a 
next stage of our hybrid recommendation system. 

 
2.3. Performance of the Multi-Feature 
Similarity Metric in Recommendation 
 

Recall is a metric commonly used to measure the 
quality of a recommendation. Recall is the fraction of 
interesting items that can be located. Let hits be the 
total number of recommended items that were really 
rated by any of the users but were excluded from the 
training data to serve as test data; when a set of 
recommended items is generated for a user, if the rated 
item in the test set exists in the recommended set, then 
the number of hits is incremented. Let t be the total 
number of users in the test set, then recall is given by: 



t

hits
call =Re    (3) 

In order to evaluate our CF framework, we used the 
dataset taken from MovieLens web-based 
recommender system [19]. The original dataset 
consists of 100,000 ratings from 943 users on 1,682 
items.  In our experiments, we reduced the dataset to 
600 users and 250 items. In order to study the 
performance of the context-based similarity measure, 
the current dataset is further modified to contain two 
more rating attributes for different perspectives. The 
resulting dataset is divided randomly into training and 
testing sets. The training set is used to compute the top 
N recommendations while the test set is used to 
measure the performance of the recommender system. 
We fixed the number of recommendations N to 30. For 
every neighborhood size value, recall is calculated. 
During evaluation, the rating values in the test set were 
ignored and we considered that if a user has rated an 
item, then he would have interest in it. Hence, our main 
objective is to match the recommended set of items to 
the set of items that exist in the test set for an active 
user. 
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Figure 2. Effect of the multi-feature similarity 
metric and neighborhood size on the quality of 

recommendation 
 
Figure 2 shows that the multi-feature similarity 

measure along with the item neighborhood size 
improve items’ recommendation. In fact, when the 
similarity is based on only one feature rather than 
multiple features, the similar item space which 
includes all items that are similar to the target item is 
large. As a result, the system will recommend items 
that are of no interest to the target user. However, 
when the similarity is based on more features, the 
similar item space is further reduced; hence the 
recommendation becomes more focused. 
 
2.4. Prediction of User Preferences 

 
In order to predict the preference of an active user u 

on a specific item i corresponding to a feature k, the 

item-based collaborative filtering algorithm looks into 
the matrix M, computes similarity between the target 
item and items rated by the target user. Prediction on 
the target item can be generated by taking a weighted 
average of the target user’s ratings on the generated N 
similar items as in formula 3. 
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Each rating Mk(u,N) with respect to feature k is 
weighted by the corresponding similarity between the 
target item and the similar item N, simk(i,N). As per 
(formula 3), the predicted value is normalized by 
dividing over the sum of the similarities between the N 
similar items and the target item i. Pk(u,i) refers to the 
predicted rating value for user u on target item i with 
respect to feature k.  Only the top N similar items are 
used for prediction generation. 
 
3. Case Based Reasoning for Information 
Personalization 
 

The CBR component of our information retrieval 
strategy using the top N items retrieved by the CF 
method as the solution, and proceeds to apply 
compositional adaptation to the retrieved solution (i.e. 
information objects relevant to the user) to compose a 
more focused and personalized information 
recommendation. CBR makes associations along 
generalized relationships between problem descriptors 
and conclusions [1,16]. Typically, the solution to the 
new case is determined based on the solutions of the 
similar past cases; however, in our work we attempt to 
get a solution that better fits the problem at hand, hence 
the solutions are dynamically adapted. We apply 
compositional adaptation method that combines 
selected components (sub-solutions) from multiple 
cases to produce a composite solution that is more 
focused than the original past solutions.  

Adaptation is considered as the most difficult task 
in CBR [17]. We argue that one limitation of 
traditional information retrieval approaches is that the 
information object is presented as a whole, provided it 
matches some gross relevance criterion. In our work, 
we use the CBR-mediated compositional adaptation 
approach to select pertinent information ‘segments’ 
from multiple past solutions to generate fine-grained 
personalized information content. Our approach is 
applicable when the solution consists of multiple 
independent components [17], which can then be 
independently selected and combined to form the final 
solution [13].  

The efficacy of the second stage of our information 
retrieval approach is materialized in the fact that the 
final information content, recommended to the user, is 



designed as a ‘composite’ of individual sub-solutions, 
where each sub-solution addresses a particular interest 
of the user [3].  
 
4. A Collaborative Filtering Framework 
Featuring Case-Based Reasoning: The 
Algorithm 

 
In this section, we present the compositional 

adaptation algorithm—involving both case retrieval 
and adaptation processes—as the final stage of our 
information retrieval strategy.  

As mentioned earlier in this paper, the new 
framework combines collaborative filtering methods, 
in particular, item-based collaborative filtering with the 
CBR methodology in a knowledge sharing context in 
order to ameliorate recommendations—that makes up 
the personalized information content, presented to the 
active user. Item-based similarity computation of the 
CF framework is applied to retrieve N items similar to 
the active user’s taste. After the N candidate items are 
identified— through the case retrieval stage of CF—
the items are either represented as a series of features 
or each item is assigned a solution that is an 
information item comprising a set of features. 
Compositional adaptation is applied to the multiple 
cases’ solutions to produce a new composite 
recommendation. 

 
4.1. Solution Adaptation via Compositional 
Adaptation 

 
After the similar cases are identified— through the 

case retrieval of CF—their corresponding solutions 
need to be adapted so that a fine grained personalized 
solution is derived and exposed to the active user. A 
new approach to compositional adaptation has been 
used for proposing suitable solutions to the active user. 
The basis for our adaptation strategy is defined by two 
factors: i) the frequency of occurrence of a solution 
component in the similar cases and ii) the degree of 
similarity between the user profile and the retrieved 
case. For instance, if a solution component appears in 
several similar cases that are retrieved, then there exists 
a high possibility that this component would be part of 
the final solution. Below is the procedure for 
compositional adaptation: 

 
 Step 1 - For every retrieved case, compute the total 

distance between the retrieved case and the user 
request (user preferences/ratings). This distance is 
the similarity value obtained in Step 3 of Section 
3.2—the similarity of the recommended item/case 

to the set of items rated by the active user. Let 
DistCi  be the distance for the similar item/case Ci.  
 

 Step 2 - Compute the normalized distance for each 
similar case Ci over the entire set of n retrieved 
cases as follows: 
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The normalized distance for the retrieved past 
case Ci is calculated as: 
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 Step 3 - Determine the appropriateness degree of 
available solution components. Let Comp be a 
component of a solution from a past case, and 
ADComp be the appropriateness degree for Comp, 
then 
 For k = 1 to n  
 If Comp exists in the solution of the similar case Ck  

k
CCompComp NDistADAD +=  (7) 

In order to compute the appropriateness degree of 
each component, the normalized distance of similar 
cases that contain this component are added to one 
another. If ADComp is greater than some predefined 
threshold value, then the component Comp would 
appear in the final solution. 

 
 Step 4 - After combining the components from 

multiple cases to form the final solution, the 
resulting new case is added to the case base if it 
satisfies the active user needs and preferences. 

 
5. Concluding Remarks and Future Work 
 

In this paper, we have introduced a new intelligent 
information retrieval that is a hybrid of Collaborative 
Filtering and Case Based Reasoning schemes in order 
to ameliorate information personalization in a 
knowledge sharing context. The suggested item-based 
similarity CF technique is context-based and is 
characterized by its capability of using selected 
features to find the similarity between cases. The 
process is known as case retrieval stage where the 
resulting similar cases are then used as input to the 
CBR framework.  

CBR systems are responsible of building solutions 
based on past experiences when solving a new 
problem. When solutions of similar cases are derived, 
their corresponding components are combined 
efficiently through compositional adaptation so that a 
well-focused final solution is obtained. In 
compositional adaptation, only relevant sub-solutions 
are chosen to be part of the final solution. For instance, 
the frequency of occurrence of a sub-solution along 



with the degree of similarity between the retrieved case 
and the user request determine whether the sub-
solution is to belong to the final solution or not. It was 
shown in [3,5,13] that compositional adaptation has 
achieved significant results in many applications such 
as intelligent tutoring systems, adaptive hypermedia 
for internet portals. The efficacy of CBR based 
compositional adaptation in our work is under 
investigation through a series of experiments with the 
same dataset used for CF experimentation. At an 
intuitive level the proposal of using compositional 
adaptation is appealing and provides an opportunity to 
produce well-focused and accurate item-based 
information personalization.  

Finally, we believe that the suggested personalized 
information filtering framework will provide an active 
user fine-grained information content that will satisfy 
his/her needs. It will be demonstrated that the hybrid of 
context-based similarity and compositional adaptation 
techniques will significantly impact the effectiveness 
of the final information content delivered to the user. 
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